SEE or DON’T SEE?
Module 03, Integrating Skills, iEARN

1. Students working together on projects.
2. Good deeds.
3. Only students the same age working together.
4. Reading, writing and other skills combined.
5. Creative writing and artwork.
6. Critical thinking strategies and activities.
7. Students memorizing facts.
8. Students learning by doing.
Answer Key: Module 03, Integrating Skills, iEARN

1. SEE: Students working together on projects.
2. SEE: Good deeds.
3. DON’T SEE: Only students the same age together.
4. SEE: Reading, writing and other skills combined.
5. SEE: Creative writing and artwork.
6. SEE: Critical thinking strategies and activities.
7. DON’T SEE: Students memorizing facts.
8. SEE: Students learning by doing.